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Travel writer Alice Griffin takes us on a
wonderful horseback tour of the Alentejo
region of Portugal.

I

t is the depths of winter
and yet the cobalt blue
sky is blinding in its
brightness, the sun warm on
my back, as I lean into and
away from my horse for the
day, Anais, with slow and
methodical movement. I am
aware only of our unity - the
oneness of breath alongside
rhythmic hooves - and I feel
a deep sense of calm to be
sharing this silent landscape
with such a restful and
knowledgeable creature.
Together with my family
we are traversing the hills
and valleys of the wild and
undulating countryside that
is the Serra de São Mamede
Natural Park in the muchrevered region of Alentejo,
Portugal. Dotted with granite
boulders, cork oak, sweet
chestnut and olive trees,
and criss-crossed by rushing
streams and stone smuggler
routes from days-gone-by,
this unspoilt countryside
provides a breathtaking and
challenging terrain.
Our guide for the afternoon
is Sara Rodriguez Romo,
horsewoman extraordinaire
and owner of Caballos
Marvao, a riding school
nestled at the foothills of
the magnificent and wellpreserved medieval castle
and walled village of the
same name. Along with her
father, Jose Rodriguez Silva,
her life’s passion is centred
on nurturing mutual and
natural relationships between
horse and rider and this is
the message she spreads
to people young and old
who come to visit from all
over the world. Through
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the summer months the
riding school comes alive
with visitors heading out
for one hour, five hours, or
day-long rides, and there is
a vibrancy and enthusiasm
to the environment. In the
winter things are quieter
but no less exciting, and
we chat comfortably whilst
dipping beneath low boughs
sparse with the leafy autumn
remnants of orange, red and
brown. Laughing together
as we gallop alongside
sweeping meadows of green,
I can’t help but think there is
something even more special
about being here at this time
of year.
In this increasingly busy
world there are few places
that offer a true sense of
peace; where roads are empty,
passersby rare, and where we
can truly find a way to switch
off and be submerged in
nature. In the cooler months
these feelings are only
heightened. Here in these vast
expanses of natural park there
are endless opportunities
to escape and experience
something far removed
from the busy, always-on life
many people live; and as Sara
tells me herself, when she
is out riding the well-worn
paths that meander through
rocky outcrops and give
uninterrupted views at every
angle, “At times I feel there is
nowhere else I would rather
be.” Even when local villages
and towns bustle with locals
coming out in their droves
to celebrate one harvest
or another, there is still a
peaceable calm in the air. The
Alentejan people are often

“It makes me feel strangely insignificant; to
think that embedded into these stone paths
is the soundtrack of a hundred stories and
that I am simply one small speck in time.”

teased for their lackadaisical
approach to life, but I can’t
help thinking they are all the
smarter for refusing to get
rushed along by expectation,
instead choosing to soak up
every moment with deepened
relish. Riding through this
landscape I can feel all sense
of duty melt away.
As I ride I think about these
paths – old smuggler routes
– that would have withstood

the footsteps and hooves
of locals illegally bringing
coffee, eggs and corduroy
back and forth. Although
old documents show the
century-old existence of
smuggling between Portugal
and Spain, it was apparently
most lucrative between
the 1930s and 1960s when
both countries were under
dictatorships and high levels
of poverty in these remote
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“I loosen my reins and give myself over to
Anais, feeling every one of her muscles tense
and relax, trying to follow the sharpness of
her eyes and sense where she might place
her hooves as she delicately picks through
shaded stony walkways and rushing river.”

rural areas meant people of
all ages smuggled in order
to survive. It makes me feel
strangely insignificant; to
think that embedded into
these stone paths is the
soundtrack of a hundred
stories and that I am simply
one small speck in time. I
ponder to myself that there
is something about being
on horseback that connects
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us even more to that history,
because somehow animals
- unlike humans - have not
lost their ability to be at one
with the earth, remaining
unchanged in their effortless
navigation of rivers, rocks,
hills and valleys despite the
centuries that may have
passed. As our ride stretches
into its second hour and
we wind our way down the

side of a steep and heavily
wooded hill, I finally feel my
body relax in this knowledge
and recognise there is
nothing I can teach this horse.
Instead, I must simply trust
her complete absorption into
the surrounding scenery.
I loosen my reins and give
myself over to Anais, feeling
every one of her muscles
tense and relax, trying to
follow the sharpness of her
eyes and sense where she
might place her hooves as
she delicately picks through
shaded stony walkways and
rushing river. Her breath is
laboured, her coat shiny, and
as we finally emerge onto the
sunny side to stop and rest,
our breath unites for a few
glorious moments; our gazes
drawn to the magnificent
jewel of shimmering white
houses that is Marvao, looking
down upon us from high up
in the clouds.
I feel lucky to have
discovered the quietly
humble and astoundingly
beautiful Portugal and, in
particular, the Alentejo region.
It took me a number of years
exploring before stumbling
upon a place that captured
me so much I now can’t stop
returning. What attracts me is
the feeling of tranquillity and
the ability to live a lifestyle
still rooted firmly in life’s
simple pleasures. There is also
history present at every turn
in the shape of numerous
castle towns that bear down
on the meadows and planes;

lush and colourful in autumn,
winter and spring; scorched
and simmering with heat in
summer. The vitality of the
whitewashed houses with
their blue and yellow trims
never fail to catch my eye as
they glint like bright gems in
the deep valleys. There is true
heart to the modest stability
of granite farmhouses that
stand proud amidst olive
terraces; but perhaps most
of all it is the sense of true
connection to changing
seasons and the nature I can
experience at every turn.
Just two hours inland from
Lisbon next to Portugal’s
border with Spain, this natural
park of 31,000 hectares is a
mystical place far removed
from city life. With its highest
peak, Pico de São Mamede,
standing at 1,025 metres
and with more than 120
resident and migratory bird
species, wild boar and even
Iberian Lynx, you can expect
a veritable feast of wildlife
when out riding. Griffon
Vultures, Bonelli and Short
Toed Eagles soar above on
the thermals and you will
regularly spy Rock Thrushes
and Red Rumped Swallows
along with the distinctive
crest of the Hoopoe and
shimmering colours of Bee
Eaters. Depending on the
time of year wild flowers
abound and there is a
wildness in the air that is hard
not to be captivated by. We
have been coming to Sara’s
riding school for several years
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now and the welcome is as
warm and embracing as it
was the first time we arrived,
with the big old house always
alive with extended family
and cold beers passed round
with laughter after a long ride.
After one particular outing,
numerous nationalities sat
around the table sharing a
drink. With four languages
spoken by Sara alone, she is
able to truly welcome and
connect people from all
over offering them not just
the best riding experience
possible, but also an authentic
taste of local culture.
My kind of riding in
Portugal is not showy, slick
or ordered. There are no
polished saddles, shiny
boots or expectations to
sit properly and chit chat
at your peril. Instead you
have permission to ride as if
nobody is watching, shout
and hoot with laughter, be
as gregarious or quiet as you
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please, and for all of this it is
no less beautiful because in its
relaxed approach there is an
honesty and connectedness
between horse and rider that
is hard to match. Somewhere
between wild, rugged
landscapes and wild, free
horses, a space has been
made for the rider to slip into
seamlessly and temporarily,
in order to experience
something raw and natural.
As we amble along with or
without our old western
saddles, reins slung casually
into one hand, legs long and
faces tipped to the warm
winter sun, I cannot imagine
anywhere else I would rather
be.

Alice is a writer and horse-lover
dividing her time between the
UK and open road. For more
information, please visit:
www.AliceGriffin.co.uk
www.CaballosMarvao.com
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